Research on Internal Medicine and Cultivation of Innovation Ability of College Students Based on MIT Teaching Model
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Abstract

Taking the course of internal medicine as an example, this paper studies the cultivation mode of medical undergraduates' quality and ability under the thinking of internet. Through the establishment of mobile interactive teaching research of technology (MIT) model, to better cultivate qualified talents, training medical undergraduate students operation ability, cultivate undergraduate students innovative thinking, enhance the level of the medical undergraduate cultivation of innovative talents, MIT mode operation ability is the effective way to improve the innovative ability training of medical talent.
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INTRODUCTION

Under the background of the era of internet information technology, there is a new situation in higher education. The emergence of the new trend of MIT (Mobile interactive teaching) provides a good idea for us to solve the problem of operation technology teaching in the course of internal medicine. "MIT" changed the traditional teaching mode and methods in the context of the internet, allowing mobile phones into the classroom, interspersing Internet teaching with the classroom [1-3], and achieving a good teaching effect. Teachers can impart a lot of information through the internet platform, thus promoting the reform of modern teaching model. Under the "MIT" teaching model, students get more and deeper information and ideas. This paper discusses the teaching mode and exploration of operation ability under the mobile interactive teaching of the course of internal medicine, so as to cultivate college students' ability of innovation and entrepreneurship. It is introduced as follows.

Establish the "MIT" model

According to the characteristics of the experimental course of "internal medicine" and centering on the training goal of medical professionals, a research object with medical students as the main body was formed, and the experimental group and the control group were randomly selected. Teachers can listen to experts' opinions, improve the teaching model through information guidance, make it more scientific in demonstration teaching, and guide students to explore a lot of new information [4, 5]. Through the research and establishment of "MIT" teaching mode, so as to better train qualified personnel. At the same time, the research of the subject can promote the adjustment and improvement of teaching institutions, and provide scientific basis for the teaching reform of medical specialty and related disciplines [6].

"MIT" mode operation requires software such as superstar Learning Pass"in the context of mobile network or wireless network. In addition, the medical operation experiment teaching process implemented by Learning Pass is more dependent on the subjective initiative of students, and the cramming teaching method is changed. With "MIT" teaching reform, in this era of internet information technology has become a reality. The combination of new teaching methods and information-based teaching tools will continue to explore more effective ways and methods of teaching, providing the most basic conditions for the application of "MIT" teaching mode in medical operation teaching [7].

"MIT" mode teaching approach and course design of medical operation

Teachers and students download and install the "Learning Pass” APP for registration. Teachers create a course of internal medicine, and use the invitation code
to ask students to join the class course. Students can consult resources, participate in activities, and be enrolled by the teacher thumb up in the class course [8]. Teachers can publish course-related resources through APP platform, such as animation, courseware and specimen making works. Teachers can also arrange tasks, discussions and other teaching activities in the activity options to stimulate students' thinking and save time for group reorganization in class. To guide students, make mobile phones become a learning tool for students and provide a way out for cultivating application-oriented talents [9].

Teachers upload related resources and learning tasks of medical operation in "Learning Pass" channel. The uploaded resources can include pictures, animations, etc. Through the class course to send out the notice, put forward the task requirements, at the same time the release of classroom exercises. Also can carry on the classroom discussion, studies the case, and so on, makes good use of the mobile phone, enables the student to absorb the nutrition from the mobile phone, and enhances the interaction.

During the course, teachers can learn the contents of blood pressure measurement, key physical examination, peritoneum puncture, painless gastroscopy, general anaesthesia and enteroscopy through the resources and animations in "Learning Pass", which improves the learning efficiency of basic skills and integrates the needs of the times. Students are more receptive to the operational skills needed in internal medicine. Take internal medicine operation as an example to see the teaching implementation of "MIT" mode in class. Students in the experimental group who adopted the "MIT" teaching mode showed significant improvement in the efficiency of operational skills, the ability to accept problems, the ability of thinking, communication and discussion, and the awareness of innovation.

Teachers can create students' discussion activities by adding activities in the "Learning Pass" APP. In classroom teaching, teachers choose to divide into groups, and students complete tasks in groups, such as discussing the process of operation skills, and submit the task results. Students' groups use mutual assessment or teachers' comments to evaluate the tasks completed by the group [10-12]. In the limited time of class, teachers can learn about students' knowledge and make evaluation through "Learning Pass". Teachers create group task details, students use internal medicine knowledge to practice the corresponding training.

The implementation of "MIT" mode classroom allows teachers to analyze the materials and other resources in the course resources. This process is the key point of education. Many classroom activities can be carried out through "Learning Pass", and the efficiency and effect of classroom activities can be improved with information technology. For example, the brainstorming activity allows students to participate in thinking. Using the new test to test students, according to the results submitted by students to understand the learning situation, teachers targeted to explain the key points of knowledge. Discussion and answering questions break through the limitation of time and space, teachers and students can exchange knowledge at any time.

Implement "MIT" classroom to improve the quality of classroom teaching and achieve the educational purpose. Students can check in with one key or gesture in the "Learning Pass" and preview before class. On the internet, teachers and students were shown "peritoneocentesis" and asked questions. Students thought: "how to conduct peritoneocentesis?" Precautions?" and so on. Students can also upload questions to teachers through "Learning Pass". By implementing the "MIT" mode of medical operation through "Learning Pass", students can meet their individual needs through "Learning Pass", attach importance to students' learning process, mobilize their interest in learning and stimulate their enthusiasm for learning, which is conducive to the communication between teachers and students and students. By acquiring the "experience value" of "Learning Pass", students can improve their learning initiative. By using the "MIT" mode of medical operation to help teachers, the teaching process can be recorded and a teaching report can be formed to objectively reflect the teaching process and students' learning process.

In short, the innovation of this project is to combine "MIT" model is applied to the teaching of medical operation, sufficient and reasonable use of network in a wide range of resources, based on the current teaching system in our country, explore a new mode suitable for medical undergraduate course teaching in our school, and promote medical school science curriculum teaching quality and the improvement of college students' practical and innovative ability.
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